Lateral Thinking Exercises
These lateral puzzles have divided into cells, so that you can:
1.

Give out questions without answers.

2.

Fold the puzzles, so that students have to unfold them to find the correct answers.

3.
Do a Find Someone Who with the questions and answers. i.e. some students go around
with the answers and some go around with the questions.
4.

Keep all the questions and answers, so that you can ask them at any time...

1. A man lives on the seventeenth floor of an
apartment building. Every morning he takes
the lift down to the ground. In the evening he
goes into the lift and if it is raining he goes
directly back to the seventeenth floor.
Otherwise he goes to the tenth floor and
climbs up seven flights of stairs.

Clue 1: When it is raining he has an umbrella
Clue 2: He doesn't want to climb the stairs,
but he has to.
Answer: He is very short and can not reach
the button for the 17th floor.

2. A man walks into a bar and asks for water. Clue: The bartender has no intention of
The bartender pulls out a gun and points it at shooting him.
him. The man says, "Thank you," and walks
Answer: He has hiccups
out.
3. A man drives down the motorway at 70
miles per hour. He passes three cars going 80
miles per hour, then gets pulled over by a
police officer and is given a ticket.

Clue: He doesn't get a speeding ticket

4. A man and his son are driving to watch the
football. They have a car accident. The father
is killed instantly. His son survives but is in
critical condition. He is rushed to the hospital
and prepped for surgery. The surgeon enters
the operating room, looks at the boy and
says, “I can’t operate on this boy. He’s my
son.”

Clue: Nothing supernatural happens and he
does not have a second family.

5. The telephone rang in the middle of the
night and the woman woke up. When she
answered it the caller hung up. The caller felt
better.

Clue: They are in a hotel.
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Answer: He is driving the wrong way down
the motorway.

Answer: The surgeon is his mother

Answer: The woman was snoring and so the
caller phoned her to stop it.

More great resources at: http://www.jamesabela.co.uk

6. A man called to a waiter in a restaurant,
"There's a fly in my tea!"

Clue: There isn't just tea in there...

Answer: The man had already put sugar into
The waiter replied, "I will bring you a fresh
the tea.
cup." After a few moments, the man called
out, "This is the same cup of tea!" How did he
know?

7. A man managed to visit over thirty foreign Clue: Countries aren't always that far apart.
countries without his passport. He was
Answer: He was a postman delivering the mail
welcomed in each country and left each one of
to embassies.
his own accord. He did this in one day.
8. A black man dressed all in black, wearing a Clue: Is there no other source of light?
black mask, stands at a crossroads in a totally
Answer: It's broad daylight.
black-painted town. All of the streetlights in
town are broken. There is no moon. A blackpainted car without headlights drives straight
toward him, but turns in time and doesn't hit
him.
9. An Arab sheikh tells his two sons that are
to race their camels to a distant city to see
who will inherit his fortune. The one whose
camel arrives last will win. The brothers, after
wandering aimlessly for days, ask a wise man
for advise. After hearing the advice they jump
on the camels and race as fast as they can to
their destination.

Clue: It doesn't mean that the brother has to
arrive last...

10. You are on an island (in the center) that is
one mile long and 100 yards wide. The
vegetation is very dry from a long drought.
Suddenly it catches fire at one end of the
island, and a strong wind is blowing it towards
you, burning the whole width of the island.
There's no beach, only sheer cliffs, and the
sea is infested with sharks. What can you do?

Clue: What will the fire burn next?

11. A man marries twenty women in his
village but isn't charged with polygamy.

Clue: He only marries them...
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Answer: The wiseman tells them to swap
camels.

Answer: Set fire to the other half of the island
then walk behind the fire onto the burnt
ground.

Answer: He's a priest; he is marrying them to
other people, not to himself.

More great resources at: http://www.jamesabela.co.uk

12. A landlord is threatening to evict a father
and his beautiful young daughter, unless she
agrees to marry him. There are a lot of
witnesses and in a false gesture of sincerity,
he offers her an opportunity to remain in the
house without marrying him. He has a silk
bag in which he says he has placed a white
and a black stone from the footpath on which
they're standing. If she picks the white stone
from the bag, then she wins; if she picks the
black, she loses. However, the young girl saw
him place two black stones in the bag. She
can't accuse him of cheating, because he
would say that his good character was called
into question and storm off without showing
the bag. How does the clever girl win?

Clue: The landlord will not want to be
embarrassed.

13. A man is alone on an island with no food
and no water, yet he does not fear for his life.

Clue: There are many types of island

14. During the second world war on a foggy
day the Americans and British had the
following conversation:

Clue: The British really couldn't move.

Answer: She withdraws a stone and instantly
drops it into those on the ground and is lost.
To know what color it was they must look at
the stones remaining in the bag...

Answer: He is a policeman on a traffic island.

Answer: The British were sat in a lighthouse.

Americans: "Please divert your course 15
degrees to the North to avoid a collision."
British: "Recommend you divert YOUR course
15 degrees to the South to avoid a collision."
Americans: "This is the Aircraft Carrier USS
Abraham Lincoln, the second largest ship in
the united states' atlantic fleet. I demand that
you change your course 15 degrees north or
counter measures will be taken."
The British were unarmed and did not move.
What made the Americans change their
minds?
15. A man is driving his car. He turns on the
radio, listens for five minutes, turns around,
goes home, and shoots his wife.
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Clue: What he hears on the radio makes him
very angry.
Answer: The DJ from the radio station phones
a mobile phone and a lover answers and then
his wife tells him in a lusty voice to hang up,
because she wants him one more time whilst
her husband is out.

More great resources at: http://www.jamesabela.co.uk

